Senators Blast Government over Insecurity in North

KARUL - Expressing deep concern over increased insurgency in northern Afghanistan since the start of the Taliban’s spring offensive, members of the Senate’s Upper House (Upper House of Parliament) warned Sunday that several northern areas are on the verge of collapse.

The senators, at a session on Sunday, raised the issue of 400 Chechen families who had moved to the Central Asian countries and were being given resettlement aid by the United Nations, and the Taliban’s attempts to disrupt peace efforts.

They called on the security agencies to deploy additional troops to northern areas.

Meanwhile, the Senate’s Foreign Affairs Committee has been asked to send a delegation to Kabul to discuss the situation.

Afghanistan Faces No Dearth of Forces

KARUL - The Afghan government said Sunday it is in no shortage of trained soldiers and army soldiers in Afghanistan.

The government said it is in the process of training more soldiers and army soldiers in Afghanistan.

Afghanistan Still a High-Risk Malaria Area

KARUL - The World Health Organization (WHO) said Sunday that Afghanistan is still a high-risk malaria country and that it is increasing the capacity of health workers in the field.

WHO is working on an event to mark International Malaria Day and is conducting a consultation of experts to improve the health sector's malaria response.

No Timetable for Afghan Nationals Leaving Iran

KARUL - There is no timetable for Afghan nationals leaving Iran, a government official said.

He said that Afghan nationals who wish to leave Iran can do so with the necessary paperwork.

Afghanistan National Support.

All Afghan nationals who wish to leave the country should contact the Ministry of Interior for the necessary paperwork.
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Taliban R ape Victim Ar rested Before Suicide Attack: NDS

In Bagram, Afghan NDS soldiers arrested a woman who, according to the military, had the means of a suicide attack.
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In Bagram, Afghan NDS soldiers arrested a woman who, according to the military, had the means of a suicide attack.

11 ANA Soldiers Dead in Fresh Bout of Violence

The Taliban claimed victory in recent clashes in the north and south of the country.

Acting Police Chief and Civilian Killed by Suicide Bomber in Kandahar

The police chief was killed in an attack by a suicide bomber in Kandahar.

Hajjig Pass Reopens for Traffic

The important road link between Kandahar and Helmand has been reopened.

13 Militants Killed in Khost Fight

The Afghan security forces claim to have killed 13 militants in a fight in Khost province.

Outlook Horoscope

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)

You are determined to clarify your goals and establish priorities that guide your future. Like other signs, you might find yourself torn between keeping up appearances and being true to yourself. You are in a lucky mood today, and you might be more receptive to the advice of others.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)

You are full of vigor and energy today. Your mind is sharp and you are quick to pick up on details. You are likely to be more social and outgoing today.

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)

It is not that hard to trust your logic today, but you may find it harder to trust your intuition. You are more likely to be analytical and critical, which can be helpful in some situations, but it may also lead you to overlook other important factors.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

You should not have to worry about your finances today. You are likely to feel more secure and stable in your financial situation. It might be a good day to make some financial decisions or work on your budget.

People's expectations are as high now that you can't possibly deliver on all of the demands being placed on you. Although you could come through with flying colors, you still may be afraid of disappointing your critics. Someone in particular might push you too hard and your natural response is to simply push back.
Afghanistan’s Financial Sustainability

With Afghanistan’s national revenue generating lagging, Afghanistan is continuing to rely on foreign donors for the years to come. Due to its recent political and economic instability, the country has been forced to sacrifice substantial gains in wealth and financial assistance needed to sustain its budget deficit problem by soliciting international aid payments.

According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Afghanistan’s economic forecast shows that the country is facing unprecedented challenges. The country’s economic growth rate is predicted to be 2.5% in 2023, which is significantly lower than the previous year’s 4.2% growth rate. The country’s government is facing a severe fiscal crisis due to the ongoing conflict and the inability to generate enough revenue from domestic sources. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to reach 60% by 2023, which is a cause for concern. The country’s government is facing a severe fiscal crisis due to the ongoing conflict and the inability to generate enough revenue from domestic sources. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to reach 60% by 2023, which is a cause for concern. The country’s government is facing a severe fiscal crisis due to the ongoing conflict and the inability to generate enough revenue from domestic sources. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to reach 60% by 2023, which is a cause for concern. The country’s government is facing a severe fiscal crisis due to the ongoing conflict and the inability to generate enough revenue from domestic sources. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to reach 60% by 2023, which is a cause for concern.

In addition, Afghanistan’s Central Bank (ACB) recently announced that the country’s foreign reserves had fallen to $2 billion, down from $6 billion in 2021. The ACB attributed the decline to the ongoing conflict and the worsening of the country’s economic situation. The country’s government is facing a severe fiscal crisis due to the ongoing conflict and the inability to generate enough revenue from domestic sources. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to reach 60% by 2023, which is a cause for concern. The country’s government is facing a severe fiscal crisis due to the ongoing conflict and the inability to generate enough revenue from domestic sources. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to reach 60% by 2023, which is a cause for concern. The country’s government is facing a severe fiscal crisis due to the ongoing conflict and the inability to generate enough revenue from domestic sources. The country’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to reach 60% by 2023, which is a cause for concern.

Despite these challenges, the country’s government is determined to continue its efforts to improve the country’s economic situation. The government has announced plans to increase its focus on the development of the country’s agricultural sector, which is a significant source of income for the country. The government has also announced plans to increase its investment in education and healthcare, which are crucial for the country’s long-term development. The government is also working to improve its relations with international partners, particularly with the United States and the European Union, in order to secure additional financial assistance for the country.

In conclusion, Afghanistan’s financial sustainability remains a major concern for the country. The government needs to take urgent action to address the country’s economic challenges and to ensure that the country’s long-term development is not compromised.

By Hazratullah Zazai

Education – A Panacea for Afghan Women

By Hazratullah Zazai

Education is one of the main ingredients of human development. It is the key to unlocking the potential of individuals and societies. Education empowers people with the knowledge and skills to build a better future. In Afghanistan, where education has been severely limited due to conflicts and instability, the importance of education cannot be overstated.
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4th Sector Line

A sad and vivid war is unfolding, with the ceasefire violations, which are witnessed with increasing frequency and intensity, causing significant civilian casualties and displacement. The situation is deteriorating rapidly, with reports of公然 violations of the ceasefire agreements.

The situation in the region is precarious, with the prospects for a peaceful resolution of the conflict dimming. The local and international community is calling for a peaceful, negotiated settlement to end the suffering of the people and restore stability to the region.

The international community is urging both sides to abide by the ceasefire agreements and work towards a peaceful resolution. The United Nations and other organizations are providing assistance to those affected by the conflict, including humanitarian aid and political mediation.

The situation is complex, and there are multiple factors at play, including historical grievances, territorial disputes, and political aspirations. The international community must work together to find a lasting solution to this conflict.

In conclusion, the ceasefire violations indicate the need for increased efforts to achieve a peaceful resolution. The international community must continue to support the efforts of the parties involved to end the conflict and bring peace to the region.

Please let me know if you need any further information or assistance.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

[Your Position]

[Your Contact Information]
No Military Solution to Migrant Crisis: UN Chief

ROME - UN Chief Jan Kubis urged Europe to re-think its military solution to prevent thousands of migrants from reaching the European Union (EU) by sea. Kubis said the 200,000 migrants who have tried to reach the EU this year is more than 750 migrants dead. Last month, a shipwreck off the Libyan coast resulted in more than 400 migrants lost. The European Union (EU) has agreed to provide €1.5 billion in military aid to help the coastguard.

Kubis, in an interview with La Stampa newspaper, said the military solution is no solution to the tragic loss of life in the Mediterranean.

"What is crucial is to have a global and coherent approach that takes into account migrants and refugees, the security and human rights of migrants and refugees, and..." the United Nations (UN) "must be involved in mediating these tensions between the EU and other countries," he said.

Saudi-led Airstrikes Hit Yemen Rebels

SANAA, Yemen - Air raids by the Saudi-led coalition have killed at least 20 people in a village in the northwestern province of Amran, according to local officials.

The raids targeted a village in the Amran province, which borders Saudi Arabia.

Jihadi Leaders Make No concessions in Syria

DAMASCUS - In recent days, Syria's Kurds and other rebel groups have made significant gains in their fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) in both Syria and Iraq.

However, the conflict continues to escalate, with reports of increased violence and attacks on civilians.

Syrian Jets Pound Insurgent-held Town: Monitor

BEIRUT - Syrian jets have pounded an insurgent-held town in the country's north, according to a monitor.

The town, Maarat Numan, is located in the Idlib province and has been held by rebel forces for several months.

DeWa Receives Tajikistan's Consul General

DUBAI - HE Said Mohammad Al Tayar, MD & CEO of DEWA, the Dubai Electricity and Water Authority, today received Tajikistan's Consul General, Mr. Zukh maidov.

The Coop eration to be enhanced in the field of energy and water sectors.
Senators Ask Govt to Celebrate April 28 with Zeal

KARBL - Some Mazar-i-Sharif or upper house members on Sunday condemned the 1996 military coup, known as the State Revo-
sion, overthrowing President Moha-
med Daud Khan’s rule and asked the in-
cumbent government to officially observe April 28, the Mazar-e-Sharif’s Victory Day. Back in 1996, a former Soviet Union-dominated People’s Democratic Party of Af-
ghanistan (PDPA), which had sympathi-
sers in the then Afghan military, deposed President Daud Khan in a bloody coup.
Daud, who took over from King Zahir Shah and ended monarchy in 1973, de-
clared himself as the first president of Af-
ghanistan. He was killed in the PDPA-led coup along with his family members, but a majority of Afghans did not accept the PDPA’s rule and won.

Govt. Lacks Strategy to Fight Graffiti: MEC

KARBL - The Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring and Evaluation Committee (MEC) on Tuesday expressed concerns about the rise of corruption in the coun-
try, saying the government lacked proper strategy to fight the inci-
dence.

Rahmat Behzad, MEC director, told journalists in Kabul the pace of anti-corruption efforts was very slow as compared to the scale of corruption in Afghanistan.

Muslim Yar Visits Canada

TORONTO - Fazal Haadi Momin Yar, Spokesman of Mazar-i-Sharif, Abdul QadeerZaia and five other delegates were invited by the Speakers of the Canadian Senate and House of Commons.

Muslim Yar met with Canadian lawmakers and denied the Governor General of Canada, David Johnston, that Muslim Yar spoke about the challenges, the projects of Afghanistan and Canadian in-
volvement. (More on P4-51)

40 Taliban Insurgents Killed in Kunduz

KUNDUZ CITY - At least 40
Taliban insurgents, including six
foreign militants, were killed in a
joint Afghan National Security
Forces (ANSF) operation in north-
en Kunduz province on Sunday,
local officials said.

Twenty two other insurgents were in-
jured in the attack.
The operation was launched in QorTepa and Qal-e-Zal and means that fighting is still underway between
the ANSF and Taliban insurgents.